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USB HD webcam with speaker and microhpone. The
intelligent, automated zooming will focus on what's
important and automatically adjust zoom or focus
depending on where in the frame you are. eMeet Jupiter
is perfect for conferences or calls in a meeting room, but
is also suited as a personal webcam.

AI Focus:Auto Human-shape Tracking & Scene Zooming
By using the AI focus technology, the eMeet Jupiter webcam can automatically capture the human-shape, zoom the
video screen, and keep the video screen at a suitable size to better show who's there. When you are in a multi-person
meeting, the AI Focus function of Jupiter webcam will automatically adjust the screen size according to the position of
the participants, eliminating the need to manually adjust the camera and focus more on the meeting.

All-in-One Webcam: 1 Camera+ 1 Speaker + 4 Mics 
eMeet Jupiter contains of a 1080P camera, 4 microphones and 1 speaker, fulfilling the function of many desktop
devices. It can be used without purchasing additional mic and speaker, just start your video calls anytime, anywhere.
The 4 mic-arrays of the Jupiter USB webcam are featured with noise reduction and echo cancellation technology,
which make you enjoy high-quality video calls. The 3W built-in speaker makes your video calls loud and clear in an
instant.

Exclusive eMeetLink: Parameters & Upgrade & Rename
eMeet Jupiter HD webcam is equipped with the exclusive PC software eMeetlink. Through eMeetLink, you can easily
customize the image effects, adjust image parameters, adjust the viewing angle within 60°-96°, upgrade firmware,
modify Jupiter webcam name to make it your own PC camera, etc. Just plug the Jupiter webcam into your computer,
and eMeetLink will automatically recognize it. The eMeetLink software supports Mac and Windows computers.

High Compatibility & Privacy Protection Cover
eMeet Jupiter is a plug and play USB camera, no additional drivers or software required: just plug it in and you’re ready
to go! Jupiter is compatible with popular video/meeting softwares like
Zoom/Skype/YouTube/Facetime/Facebook/Google Hangout. Compatible with Windows XP/Vista, Windows 7/8/10 or
later, Mac OS 10.4.3 or later. The privacy cover of the Jupiter PC webcam can help protect your privacy and the lens
from dirt and debris.
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Caratteristiche

Caratteristiche prodotto

EAN: 0735632209193

Numero del produttore: EMJPTBLKDE

Peso del prodotto: 0.25 kilograms

Pezzi per cartone master: 30 Articolo
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